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Historical accounts of worldwide fisheries report
stocks of fishes and shellfish so robust that a cen-
tury ago the English biologist, Thomas H. Huxley,
once stated that the oceans were an inexhaustible
source of food and industrial products for humans
to use with confidence. This situation was similar
in the North Atlantic. For instance, in the writings
of Captain John Smith regarding the Chesapeake
Bay, there are descriptions of more sturgeon ‘‘than
could be devoured by dog or man’’. Likewise
statements such as ‘‘of fish we were best ac-
quainted with sturgeon, grampus, porpoise, seals,
stingrays … brits, mullets, white salmon, trouts,
soles, perch of three sorts’’, and accounts of fish
populations so dense that they could be scooped
from the water with a frying pan or oysters so
ubiquitous that they ‘‘lay as thick as stones’’
(Collings, 1988). Such statements seem contrary to
the current status of these fisheries. Our oceans of
bountiful, inexhaustible fish resources have proven
to be vulnerable to overfishing and exploitation.
This reality has manifested itself as precipitous
declines of world fish stocks and other marine re-
sources during the last few decades of intensified
exploitation. It is now evident that equating the
number of cod to grains of sand as documented by
Charlevoix in the 1720s (Mowat, 1984) may have
set the stage for the early, paradoxical miscon-
ceptions of ‘‘limitless’’ marine productivity. In a
Perfect Ocean addresses such misconceptions,
attitudes and applied principles of fisheries science
and walks us through the past, present and future
of North Atlantic fisheries. The authors, Daniel
Pauly and Jay Maclean, have created an educa-
tional book written in layman’s vernacular. While

they illustrate a bleak future for fisheries, they
responsibly include a number of suggested actions
that may invert or at least slow the current trends
of our collapsing fish stocks. This review is the
product of a graduate level fisheries class.

Chapter one, ‘‘A Brief History of the North
Atlantic and Its Resources,’’ presents a poignant
historical overview of the Atlantic Ocean, the
seemingly illimitable production of this system and
the development of commercial fisheries. Our lit-
erary voyage begins at the birth of the Atlantic
Ocean and a brief introduction to the long-, mid-
and short-term physical processes that govern this
dynamic system and are responsible for shaping its
ecosystems and complex food webs. The authors
deftly cite historical quotes and geological evi-
dence to corroborate their claims that the ocean
once harbored bountiful stocks of fishes and other
marine animals prior to industrialized fishing.
Accounts of abundant fish, marine mammal and
invertebrate populations are covered while
emphasizing that not only was the North Atlantic
teeming with fishes, but with larger fishes than
those often seen today. Fifty-pound striped bass,
salmon 6-feet in length and American lobsters
ranging from 16 to 25 pounds in weight were
commonplace. Small-scale and eventually large-
scale industrial fishing fleets developed to harvest
the available stocks. Pauly and Maclean later
introduce the technological inventions and inno-
vations including: acoustic fish finders, radar,
synthetic netting, trawlers, improved refrigeration
and behemoth factory ships that inevitably led to
overexploitation of fish populations. This serves as
a segue way into the second and most data inten-
sive chapter of the book.

Chapter two, ‘‘The Decline of the North
Atlantic Fisheries,’’ is laden with figures depicting
stock trends, the off-shore location of fishes,
thought-provoking illustrations of energy budgets
and the concept of fishing down the food web. For
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decades commercial fishing fleets have strategically
optimized their fishing efficiency. This chapter is a
telltale of their profound success at extracting the
fisheries resource in the North Atlantic, but their
failure to promote a sustainable fishery. ‘‘… Man
may by-and-by have to pay dearly for his lack of
foresight.’’ The authors document the factors
associated with the fisheries decline including too
many boats, advances in technology, destructive
fishing methods and a lack of marine protected
areas. The data used to generate the convincing
figures were compiled from the Sea Around Us
Project and are thoughtfully presented to convey a
compelling case of fisheries decline. Pauly and
Maclean also discuss the tangible impacts of
market forces that drive most fisheries manage-
ment policies. Topics relating to energy efficiency
are also included. The chapter concludes with an
interesting approach using a report card that re-
flects the health status of the North Atlantic
Ocean. As expected, the assigned grades are poor.

The third chapter is aptly titled with a concise,
elementary question, ‘‘How Did We Get Here?’’ Of
course, such questions do not always have simple,
one-dimensional answers as the authors illustrate
throughout the chapter. They begin with a brief
discussion of the central conceptual failure in
marine ecosystem management, namely managing
oceans as if they were terrestrial plots of limitless
production. The chapter continues with a discus-
sion of the realization that overexploitation of
bountiful stocks was indeed possible and while
management practices were implemented, they
were woefully inadequate. Problems were further
exacerbated by poorly planned, short-sighted sub-
sidy and decommissioning programs. With see-
thing diatribe, the authors present the instruments
developed by governments to ameliorate the issues
of global fisheries decline, yet mindfully present the
basic reasons they have been unsuccessful. The
authors make a conscious effort to mention all
responsible parties for the decline of fisheries in the
North Atlantic, but ultimately place a lion’s share
of the blame on ineffective governance and an
intrinsically flawed system. They insightfully
interject reasons why the current system has failed
and conclude with a brief mention of potential
solutions as a primer to the final chapter.

The Albert Einstein quote, ‘‘The significant
problems we face cannot be solved at the same
level of thinking we were at when we created them’’

certainly transcends the discipline of physical sci-
ences into fisheries science, and may serve as an
inspirational mantra for fisheries scientists. Pauly
and Maclean grasp this concept in their final
chapter, ‘‘What to do?,’’ in a torrid plea that,
‘‘Something must be done.’’ With renewed opti-
mism, the authors introduce the concept of eco-
system-based fisheries management as a more
logical management approach than the current
failing single-species and single-fisheries strategies.
In short, we cannot ‘‘restore fish stocks without
restoring the ecosystems that support them.’’ The
process of restoring the ecosystems will generate
myriad conflicts of interest such as increased
number of predators; however, biologists must
focus on reversing the loss of large, long-lived
fishes, degradation of habitats, and the ‘‘shifting
baseline syndrome.’’ The authors direct our
attention to three broad categories that have been
ill-addressed or overlooked in the past that require
reform to acquire sustainable fisheries. These in-
clude reducing fishing effort, transforming the
market for fish and transforming governance. Of
course, these categories are not mutually exclusive
and must be interwoven for successful results. The
authors insightfully list a number of tools and
specific approaches within each category and ex-
pound upon them accordingly. For instance, the
authors have convincingly illustrated that the
paramount issue in the North Atlantic fisheries is
overfishing, and that reduced fishing effort is
imperative. A brief list of approaches to reduce
fishing effort offered by the authors include redi-
recting fishing quotas; reinstitution of vessel buy-
back and destruction programs; increasing the
number of marine reserves; and using more con-
servative and precautionary measures. The authors
emphasize that the market must be transformed
possibly by reducing subsidies, establishing energy
and carbon monoxide taxes, educating consumers,
and moving towards a non-consumptive use of
oceans and accounting for future generations. Fi-
nally, the authors reiterate that reforming gov-
ernance responsibilities role is essential. The
government is obligated to take an active role in
dealing with illegal catches and decreasing fishing,
especially large-scale fisheries. The final chapter of
In a Perfect Ocean leaves no room for resource
managers or the public to continue turning their
back on the health of the North Atlantic Ocean
and perpetuate mediocre governance.
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In a Perfect Ocean is written in a literary style
reflecting that of Richard Ellis rather than that of a
traditional textbook. While In a Perfect Ocean is
based on current factual data and contains
numerous figures and tables rarely seen in factual
novels, it is not, and was not intended to be a
textbook. Pauly and Maclean clearly state in the
introduction that the trends and concepts in the
book have been presented in a manner conducive
to clear understanding by members of the non-
fishing public with an interest in the ocean. While
presented in a language and style readily digestible
by the intended reader, this book would surely be a
welcomed supplement to introductory marine
fisheries classes. The authors define relevant terms
in boxes separate from the text thus highlighting
important concepts. Additionally the included fig-
ures and tables are generally useful and augment
the verbal message conveyed by the authors.
Footnotes have been included in the chapters and
while distracting at times, reflect an earnest effort
to direct readers to more detailed descriptions and
references for further reading. Conscientious
readers must keep in mind that data presented in
this book are an ensemble of analyses from the Sea
Around Us Project, and do not necessarily repre-
sent a comprehensive review of all relevant research
in the North Atlantic. This is clearly stated in the
final footnote of the book and this fact does not
detract from the quality and conceptual contribu-

tions of the book. Although the book does not
portray an optimistic future for the current state of
the North Atlantic Ocean (if nothing changes), the
authors successfully present the situation in the
North Atlantic with fervor and have produced an
educational book that is a pleasure to read. Per-
haps more such books written for the general
public are necessary to increase awareness of the
dire situation in our oceans.
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